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In late 2013, the Joint Venture of EJ Electric and Ferreira Construction reached
out to Con-Tech Systems Ltd. to discuss a large transmission tower project
in Woodbridge, NJ. The CPV Woodbridge Energy Center’s 21 new transmission towers were to be built on deep foundations, carrying about 2.2 miles of
230KV power lines over sensitive wetlands and an environmentally remediated area near the Raritan River. The CTS Titan-IBO® 103/78 was selected
for the micro-piles to support the towers.
“Because of the very difficult site access situations, the Titan Bar System allowed us to utilize much smaller equipment than would have been possible
with other deep foundation alternatives’ necessary equipment.” – Robert
(BJ) Haegele, Drilling Manager
Drilling commenced in January 2014 during one of the coldest winters on
record, and continued throughout the summer, encountering multiple heat
waves. Con-Tech Systems Ltd worked to ensure continual material deliveries
and provided additional support when requested. Over 18,000 LF of high capacity micro-piles were installed (349 in total), plus an additional 7,500 LF of
high strength casing was used. Compressive design loads were over 100 tons,
with 90 tons in Tension per pile. Due to the uniqueness of each tower location, several pile load tests were performed to 250 percent of the design load
to verify the soil design parameters against the in-situ conditions experienced
on-site.
“For this project’s large horizontal load and overturning moment requirements,
the Titans offered the best of all worlds for providing both tension and compression capabilities in the same foundation element.” – Jon Henri Mayer,
PE, Project Engineer for American Pile and Foundation.
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Feature Project continued:

Highly corrosive fills, liquefiable formations, and organics were present, making the drilling operation
potentially challenging. The crews encountered obstacles such as potential contaminated soil, buried
munitions clearing, and difficult site access. According to Pat Mayer (Dock Builder Foreman) “The
Titans were a quality product that made installation easy for such a challenging project.”
Other comments from staff included:
“From start to finish, the Con-Tech Titan bars were fit for our challenge.”
– Charlie Calderone, Dock Builder Foreman
“We love using the Con-Tech Titan Anchor Bar System for its ease of installation.”
– Michael M. Blendy, PE, Chief Engineer
Con-Tech Systems Ltd. would like to expressly thank the EJ
Electric/Ferreira JV, and American Pile and Foundation, for
making us a part of this important and challenging project.
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Feature Project continued:
Project at a Glance:

Owner: Competitive Power Venture (CPV)
Braintree, Massachusetts
Contractor: EJ Electric/Ferriera Construction (a JV)
Long Island City, NY
Pile Contractor: American Pile and Foundation, LCC
		
Somerville, NJ
Project: CPV Woodbridge Energy Center
Location: Woodbridge/Edison, New Jersey
Project Timeline: 10/2013 to 1/2016
Drilling Timeline: 1/2014 to 7/2014
Drilling Value: $4,200,000.00
Please contact our Denis Ambio at:
d.ambio@contechsystems.com
for any further information about this project.

VISIT US in San Antonio at the

IFCEE 2015 Expo - CTS Booth 4009
Mark your calendars for March 17 - 21, 2015!

We invite you to visit our booth at the IFCEE Expo.

As stated on their website:
“IFCEE 2015 is the premier “must-attend” event for professionals in the foundation
industry. The conference will include presentations of reviewed technical papers,
panel discussions and debates, indoor exhibits, an outdoor equipment exposition,
educational short courses, technical committee meetings, and networking with industry leaders. Don’t miss this chance to expand your business and your knowledge at this exciting, one-of-a-kind event!

Why You Should Attend IFCEE 2015:
IFCEE 2015 is the worlds largest exhibit show dedicated solely to the foundation
industry.
Over 35 hours of education presented by industry leading experts. (Professional
Development Hours are available).
Explore the latest in the development of technologies in equipment and services for
this dynamic industry.
Connect with key decision makers - contractors, equipment manufacturers, suppliers, and engineers across four leading industry-specific organizations.”

ATTENDEE REGISTRATION OPENS IN OCTOBER 2014.
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Carbon Fiber Hollow Ram Jacks

now available for purchase from Con-Tech Systems Ltd.
One of the challenges of an anchor or soil nail project is how to safely handle the often heavy testing
equipment, especially in remote locations and difficult access areas of the project. From high support
of excavation walls to challenging slope stabilization, heavy lifting equipment is usually needed, often
adding additional costs to the project. In order to help our clients overcome this obstacle, we now offer Carbon Fiber hydraulic jacks. Manufactured in Germany, the high-quality, lightweight jacks offer a
significantly easier to handle, yet extremely durable alternative to steel and aluminum. This enables
the contractor to mobilize their testing system quickly, safely, and with greater ease. For example, our
200 ton carbon fiber jack weighs only 133 lb. compared to a similar all steel construction 200 ton model
weighing 435 lb. We displayed a working 120 ton jack at DFI’s SuperPile 2014 conference in Cambridge,
MA and many in the industry were excited about the availability of these, many actually picking up the
jack (weighing 60 lb.) to see how light it truly was! Contact your local CTS sales rep for more information.
Some comparisons:
Jack Size
Steel Construction		
Carbon Fiber Construction
100 T		89 lb				53 lb
200 T		435 lb				133 lb
300 T		
875 – 1350 lb			
234 lb
500 T		
1830 lb			
459 lb

The 12th International Workshop on Micropiles
A Recap by Dan Maclean

I had the honor of attending this 12th edition
of the workshop which was held in Krakow,
Poland from June 11th -14th, 2014. It was,
once again, an amazing event. The program
started Wednesday with a Short Course geared
to educate the local engineering community
about Micropiles. Following this, it was time
to catch up with old friends from around the
world at the opening reception. On Thursday,
the technical program started off with bang
with a great glimpse of the early life of Fernando Lizzi, the father of micropiles, by his son Fedele. This
was followed by a great key note lecture by Nadir Ansari of Isherwood and Associates of Canada.
The next couple of days were spent learning a great deal from a total of 42 presentations from all over
the world. The highlight of the technical program was the World Cup Event. All 4 regions gave a great
presentation, which made it very difficult for the delegates to choose a winner. That being said, Crux
Subsurface from North America was awarded the Cup at the closing dinner on Friday night which was held
at the Jewish Museum Galicia. As always with the ISM, we were able to enjoy the host city during the
event. We took part in a historical city tour on Friday, plus a group of us were able to explore the Wieliczka Salt Mine on Saturday. The event closed with the current Chairman Allen Cadden stepping down and
Jim Bruce of Canada assuming this duty. We thank Allen for steering us during the past few years and
wish Jim the best of luck in this position.
All in all in was truly a success. If you ever have the chance to attend one of these events in the future
I highly recommend it!
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Employee’s Corner:
New employees:
Once again we would like to welcome Ross Dennison back to our
team here at Con-Tech Systems. Ross joins us now as Vice President of
Western Operations. Welcome back Ross!

We would also like to welcome new employee Karan Kalsi to the
Delta, BC location. Karan joins us in a technical sales rep/estimator capacity. Welcome Karan!

IT’S A GIRL!
Congratulations to our Operations Manager in our
Charlotte, NC location Chris Love and his wife Karen!
Please join us in welcoming to the world

Islea Sophia Love

born on July 3rd, 2014 at 9:45 AM, weighing 8lbs 11oz.
Islea is the lucky new little sister to
Braylon who is 6 and Kevin who is 5.

Next scheduled Con-Tech Systems Ltd. Newsletter:
August 2014
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